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and Engineering Revie
w
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ta
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033.100

In accordance with your
request and subsequent
March 22. 201 I authoriz
Technologies, Inc. (N
ation, Northern
il) conducted a Geotech
nic
al Exploration for the
project. Our services inc
above referenced
luded advancement of
exploration borings an
engineering report with
d preparation of an
recommendations deve
loped from our geotech
work was performed in
nical services. Our
general accordance wi
th our proposal of Marc
h
22. 2011.
Soil samples obtained
at the site will be held
for 60 days at which tim
Please advise us in writi
e they will be discarded.
ng if you wish to have
us retain them for a longe
assessed an additional
r period. You will be
fee if soil samples are ret
ained he)ond 60 days.
We appreciate the oppo
rtunity to have been of
service on this project.
questions regarding the
If there are any
soils explored or our re
iew and recommendati
at your convenience at
ons. please contact us
(701) 232-1822.
Northern Technologies
, Inc.

DJ
Dan Gibson. P.E.
Project Engineer

Nick Bergiund. P.E.
Project Engineer
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GEOTECHNICAL EXPLORATION AND ENGINEERING
REVIEW
The Preserve Development
West Fargo, North Dakota
NT! Project No. 11-11033.100
1.0.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARy

We brieflj sumn,arize below our geotech,,ical
reconunelldationsfi)r the proposed project.
The summary must be read in complete context with
our report.

We conclude that the proposed Preserve Development
(Development) will require stripping of
Topsoil from below foundations and floor slabs. Findings
also suggest underlying fat clay
soils are slightly desiccated and exhibit swell potential.
Further review of such soils will be
necessan determine whether removal is necessary during
project excavation at individual
parcels. Further discussion of desiccated soils follows within
the body of report.
We conclude conventional single family residential
construction typical of region ma be
supported by standard perimeter strip and spread column
footings when founded on native
silty fat clay / fat clay or engineered fill, as recommended
within our report.
We believe linear strip footings and interior column
•
footings may be proportioned
based on the estimated net allowable maximLim soil bearing
pressures as outlined
within Table 2. providing such construction complies with the
criteria established
within this report. The estimates of bearing capacity can
be refined if at the time of
construction a geotechnical exploration is performed on the
specific parcel.
Our exploration indicates topsoil extends from approximately
•
I 4 to 4 feet at project
borings. You should anticipate similar but variable depths
of topsoil across the
project. We recommend additional evaluation during site
stripping and excavation to
confirm removal of unsuitable soils from below project
construction.
While we did not encounter measurable ground water
•
during or at the completion of
drilling operations at the borings, select soil samples
recovered during our
exploration program were moist. The moisture content of
lens soils and the host
clays can vary annually and per recent precipitation. Such
soils and other regional
dependent conditions may produce ground water entry of
project excavations. We
direct your attention to other report sections and
appendices concerning ground water
issues and subsurface drainage recommendations,
fhrough material composition, clay soils ha e a tendenc to
•
swell with absorption of
moisture. ihis is especially true for fat clays (C W or silty fat
clays (CF1-MH) due to
increased rnontmorilloiite mineral content. The attachment
presented within the
appendices provides a brief description of the swell process
of clay. and provides
limited recommendation(s) for reducing this risk on your
project. Note a major
attribute contributing to swell of clays is absorption of
moisture under reduced
confinement. Continuous drainage of site excavations is
necessary to reduce swelling
impacts to projects w ithin the development,

3.2

Surface Conditions

The property for the proposed Development is currently used for agricultural production with
minimal vegetative cover. We assume this lot has not been previously developed, does not
include demolition material from prior occupancy or from other off site locations. Surface
drainage appears to flow towards the east on the east 2/3 of the site and west to the Sheyenne
River on along the west side of the property. The elevation change between borings is
estimated at 4 feet.
3.3

Subsurface Conditions

Please refer to the boring logs within the appendices for a detailed description and depths of
stratum at each boring. The boreholes were backfilled with auger cuttings, or were
abandoned using high solids bentonite or neat cement grout as per appropriate local and state
statutes. Minor settlement of the boreholes is expected to occur. The Owner is responsible
for final closure of the boreholes. The general geologic origin of retained soil samples is
listed on the boring logs. The upper portion of the soil profile for each boring was sampled
using auger flights and is approximate.
The overall subsurface soil profile at the borings consists of approximately I V
2 to 4 feet of
topsoil underlain by rather stiff to soft Glacial Lake Agassiz (GLA) soils which extend to the
termination depth of the borings (maximum 16 feet). The GLA soils are comprised of fat clay
with silt lenses with varying color, moisture content and unit weight. Additional comment on
the evaluation of recovered soil samples is presented within the report attachments.
3.4

Ground Water Conditions

The drill crew observed the borings for ground water and noted cave-in depth of the borings,
if any, during and at the completion of drilling activities. These observations and
measurements are noted on the boring logs.
While we did not encounter measurable ground water during or at the completion of
drilling operations at the borings, select soil samples recovered during our geotechnical
exploration were moist. The moisture content of lens soils and host clays can vary annually
and per recent precipitation. Such soils and other regional dependent conditions may
produce ground water entry ofproject excavations. We direct your attention to other report
c.tions and appendice concerning gruund water issues and subsurface drainage
3.5

Laboratory Test Program

Our analysis and recommendations of this report are based upon our interpretation of the
standard penetration resistance determined while sampling soils, hand penetrometer test
results obtained during classification of retained soils, and experience with similar soils from
other sites near the project. fhe results of such tests are summarized on the boring logs or
attached test forms
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Table 1: Summary of Project Excavation
Removal of Unsuitable Materia Is
Boring

Existing Ground Elevation

Number

(feet, NTI Datum)

SB-I
SB-2
SB-3
SB-3
SB-S
Note I

902
905
904
903
901
Refer to report recommendations
borings.

Excaation

Depth of Materials (feet)

Elevation (feet)

2
Topsoil
900
4
Topsoil
901
2
Topsoil
902
4
Topsoil
900
1 2 Topsoil
899.5
associated with excavation at, and within the icinity of the soil
‘

The Geotechnical Engineer of Record or their designated representative shou revie
ld
w project
excavations to verify removal of unsuitable material(s) and adequate bearing supp
ort of
exposed soils. All such observations should occur prior to the placement of engi
neering fill.
or construction of footings and floor slabs.
Engineered fill for oerall corrective earthwork and for support of project perim
eter footings
should consist of native. non-organic clay. Engineered fill placed interior to and abov
e the
base of perimeter frost footings should consist of granular soils which comply vith
the
material properties listed for granular fill placement belo’a floor slab construction.
Unless otherwise directed by the report, you should temper engineered fill for corre
ct
moisture content and then place and compact individual lifts of engineered fill to crite
ria
established within the appendices.
4.3

Foundations

The follov.ing bearing recommendations are based on our understan
ding of the project. All
recommendations for bearing support and settlements are based on assu
med, generalized
loads for proposed residential construction. Such findings are prrn’ided sold
j’ to assist you
in review of suitability ofsite with respect to bearing and settlement of reference
d, single
family, woodframed structures. Further review of soil bearing capacity and settl
ement will
be necessary for each residential property.
In our opinion, the oerall site appears to be acceptable for support of conenti
onal frost
footing construction pros iding propet exca ation of unsuitabl soils
conf
e
and
irmation of
bearing support is performed per report recommendations.

We recommend all exterior foundations rest at an eleation. xhich places them
on the same

strata lay er. All exterior footings should be supported by cohesive soils to limit migr
ation of
seepage interior to the building perimeter. Conceptually, design of footings may be
based on
the maximum net alloable soil bearing pressure as summarized within Table 2.
Confirmation of soil bearing capacity should be obtained for each residence prop
osed within
de eloprnent.

Table 3: Estimate of Equivalent Fluid Weight of Retained Soils
Type of Retained Soil
Unit Weight
of Fqui alent
Fluid *
*

“At Rest” Condition (pci’)

“Active” Condition (pet’)

Fat Clay ((‘H)

95

80

Sand (SR SP-SM)

65

45

The recommendations for equivalent fluid weight are based sole!) on assumed conditions with
respect to
sloping ground andor surcharge loads. Design professional is cautioned that actual loads imparted
to the
structure ill be dependent on soil conditions, site geometric considerations and surcharge loads imparted
to the structure.

4.4

Bearing Factor of Safety and Estimate of Footing Settlement
We estimate native soils proide a nominal 3 factor of safety against localized bearing failure
when construction complies with report criteria and recommendations, and footings are sized
using the Table 2 estimated net allowable soil bearing recommendation(s).
We also estimate that footings designed within the Table 2 estimated net allowable soil
bearing pressure recommendations and loaded per report assumptions may experience long
term, total settlement of approximately to 1 inch with the upper estimate more probable.
Likewise, project footings may experience differential settlement on the order of 25 to 50
percent of total settlement with greatest movement occurring between adjacent footings of
greatest load variation.

Note the above estimate of settlements do not include allowance for differential heave of
construction (i.e. swelling of desiccated clays subject to later moisture gain). While presently
not anticipated (due to soil removal), movement(s) due to soil heave on other regional projects
have exceeded 2 to 6 inches. causing detrimental impact to lightly loaded footings. at-grade
floors and framed construction. Furthermore. total and differential movement of footings and
floor slabs could be significantly greater than the above estimates if you support construction
on frozen soils, the moisture content of the bearing soils significantly changes from insitu
conditions. and snow or ice lenses are incorporated into site earthworL
4.5

Slab-on-Grade Floors
Our borings indicate poor soils within the project interior and recommend removal of all
unsuitable soils and materials as preiouslv tecommended for structure footings. We
understand finished floor will be set at or near the prior referenced elesation and. conclude
construction of at-grade floors will require fill placement interior to the structure perimeter.
Fill placement for the floor slab should consist of granular fill. proiding such fill has 100
percent material passing the 1 inch sie e opening. no more than 40 percent materials passing
the No. 40 U.s. Sieve opening. and no more than 12 percent material passing the No. 200
1. .S. Sieve opening. The granular fill should be tempered for moisture. should be placed
and
then compacted per the criteria established within the appendices.

As a general guideline, such drainage should consist of a coarse drainage aggregate and
slotted or perforated pipe encased in geotextile fabric extending to sump basin(s), We
recommend that the exterior drainage system(s) be separated from any interior drainage
sy stem(s). Recommendations for such drainage systems should be based on specific project
need.
Exterior backfill placed against atgrade foundations walls should consist of native, nonorganic soils with placement concurrent with interior backfill to minimiLe differential loading.
rotation and/or movement of the wall system.
Exterior backfill for basement foundation walls and/or retaining walls should consist of coarse
alluvium or pit run” granular soil with no more than 90 percent material passing the No. 4
U.S. sieve opening, no more than 40 percent material passing the No. 40 U.S. sieve opening,
and a fine content equal to or less than 12 percent passing the No. 200 US Sieve opening (i.e.
fill extending to within 2 feet of final grade). The final two feet of exterior backfill within
lawn areas should consist of topsoil while exterior backfill below sidewalks and pavements
should consist of a free draining aggregate base as recommended for the respective
construction.
All exterior backfill of basements should not occur until lateral restraint of foundation
walls
has been installed to the satisfaction of the structural engineer. Backfill soils should be
tempered for moisture content, placed in appropriate individual lifts, and compacted per
criteria established within the appendices attachment,
Final grading of the exterior backfill should produce a ground profile higher than the
surrounding terrain to promote positive drainage from the project. Please refer to the report
section on drainage for final grading recommendations.
4.7

Surface Draina2e
Positive site drainage should be maintained during and after construction. Water should
not
pond on site soils during construction. We recommend that you include provisions within
the
construction documents to promote control of site drainage. We also recommend installation
of sumps at critical areas around the project excavations to assist in removal of seepage
and
runoff from the site, Recommendations for sump construction are presented within the
report
appendices.

The moisture content of site soils should be maintained, as close to existing as possible
as
excessie moisture changes can lead to shrinkage or expansion of Jay Such olume change
can result in distress to the structure (refer to prior discussion on soil desiccation and
related
hea e potential)
We understand sidewalks, concrete curbing. pavements and lawn will direct exterior
drainage
from the structure. Exterior grades with lawn areas should slope away from the
buildings on
at least a 4 percent grade, for the first 10 feet beyond each building. Sidewalks should
pro ide a 2 percent minimum gradient away from the structure. All pa ements should
provide positie drainage to on-site storm drains or ditching adjacent to the building site.
Roof runoff should be diverted from buildings by rain gutters. down spouts and splash pads

5.0.

CONSTRUCTION CONSIDER&T1
O

5.1.

Excavation Stabiiii

Excavation depth and side all inclination should not exceed those specifi in loc sta
ed
al, te or
federal regulations. Excavations may need to be widened and sloped, or temporar bra
ily
ced,
to maintain or develop a safe work environment. Also, contractors should comply with loc
al.
state. and federal safety regulations including current OSHA excavatio and trenc saf
n
h ety
standards. Temporary shoring must be designed in accordance with applica
ble regulatory
requirements.
Enjneered Fill & Winter ConstruCti
5.2.
The Geotechnical Engineer of Record or their designated representative should obser an
ve d
evaluate excavations to verify removal of uncontrolled fills, topsoil and/o unsuita
r
ble
material(s), and adequacy’ of bearing support of exposed soils. Such observa
tion should occur
prior to construction of foundations or placement of engineered fill supporting excava
tions.
Engineered fill should be evaluated by above designated representat
ive for moisture content.
mechanical analysis and/or Atterberg limits prior to placement. You shou tem
ld
per
engineered fill for correct moisture content and then place and compac indivi
dual lifts of
t
engineered fill to criteria established ithin the appendices attachm
ent.
Frozen soil should neer be used as engineered fill or backfill nor should you support
foundations on frozen soils. Moisture freezing within the soil matri of fin gra
x
ined and/or
e
cohesive soils produces ice lenses. Such soils gain moisture from capilla actio an
n d. with
continued groth. heae ith formation of ice lenses ithin the soil matri Foun
dations
x
constructed on frozen soils settle at or after thaw if ice lenses.
You should protect excavations and foundations from freezing condition or accumu
s
lation of
snow. and remove frozen soils. snow. and ice from within excavations fill sectio or fro
n
m
,
below proposed foundations. Replacement soils should consist of similar material as tho
se
s
removed from the excavation with moisture content, placement and compac
tion conforming
to report criteria.
5.3.

qçration of Project Surnp

We preiouslY noted the importance of removal of seepage and runoff from projec
t
exca’ ations. You should install and continuously operate sumps. ternpora subsurf
ace
drainage pipe, and or collection manifold and acuum wells for removal of seepa an
ge d
runoff from project.
e presented within appendices attachment recommendations for
project sumps.

z
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GEOTECHNICAL EVALUATION OF RECOVERED SOIL SAMPLES
We visually examined recovered soil samples to estimate distribution of grain sizes, plasticity,
consistency, moisture condition, color, presence of lenses and seams, and apparent geologic origin.
We then classified the soils according to the Unified Soil Classification System (ASTM D2488).
A
chart describing this classification system and general notes explaining soil sampling procedures
are
presented within appendices attachments.
The stratification depth lines between soil types on the logs are estimated based on the
available data
lnsitu, the transition between type(s) may be distinct or gradual in either the horizontal or vertical
directions. The soil conditions hae been established at our specific boring locations only, Variations
in the soil stratigraphy may occur between and around the borings, with the nature and extent
of such
change not readily evident until exposed by excavation. These variations must be properly
assessed
when utilizing information presented on the boring logs.
We request that you, your design team or contractors contact Nil immediately if local
conditions
differ from those assumed by this report, as we would need to review how such changes impact
our
recommendations Such contact would also allow us to revise our recommendations as necessary
to
account for the changed site conditions.

FIELD EXPLORATION PROCEDURES
Soil Sampling

—

Standard Penetration Boring:

Soil sampling was performed according to the procedures described by ASTM D-l586.
Using this
procedure, a 2 inch O.D. split barrel sampler is driven into the soil by a 140 pound weight falling
30
inches. After an initial set of six inches, the number of blows required to drive the sampler
an
additional 12 inches is recorded (known as the penetration resistance (i.e. “Nvalue”) of the soil
at the
point of sampling. The Nvalue is an index of the relative density of cohesionless soils and
an
approximation of the consistency of cohesive soils.
Soil Sampling

—

Power Auger Boring:

The boring(s) was/were advanced with a 6 inch nominal diameter continuous flight auger.
As a result,
samples recovered from the boring are disturbed, and our determination of the depth, extend of
various
stratum and layers, and relative density or consistency of the soils is approximate,
Soil (las sjflcation:

Soil samples were visually and manually classified in general conformance with ASIM
D-2488 as
they were remo ed from the sampler(s). Representative fractions of soil samples were then
sealed
within respectie containers and returned to the laboratory for further examination and
verification of
the field classification. In addition, select samples were submitted for laboratory tests.
Individual
sample information, identification of sampling methods, method of advancement of the
samples and
other pertinent information concerning the soil samples are presented on boring logs and
related report
attachments,

GROUND WATER ISSUES

The folio wing presents additional comment and soil specC issues related to measUre
mdhtt of

ground water conditions at your project site.

Note that our ground water measureme1t5 or lack thereof. will vary dependin on th tim al
g
.
e
e lowed for
equilibrium to occur in the borings. Extended obser\atio tim was no avai
e
lable during the scope of
t
n
the field exploration program and. therefore ground water measuremen as note on th borin
d
e
ts
gs logs
may or may not accurately reflect actual conditioflS at your site.
Seasonal and early fluctuations of the ground water leel. if any. occu perc
hed ground water may
r.
be present within sand and silt lenses bedded within coheSi\e soil formatio
ns. Groundwater typically
exists at depth within cohesive and cohesion SS soils.
Documentation of the local ground water surfac and an perche grou w
y
e
nd ater conditions at the
d
project site would require installation of tempora piezomet
ers and extended monitoring due to the
relatively low permeability exhibited by the site soils. We base not perfor
med such ground water
evaluation due to the scope of seiCeS authorized for this projec
t.

We anticipate pumps installed within tempOra sumps should control subsurfa seepag fr
ce
e om
perched conditions. However, we caution such seepage from such formatio an
ns d any water entry
from excavations below the ground water table may he heavy and will vary base on seas
Ollal and
d
annual precipitation, and ground related impacts in the vicini of the projec
t.

GEOTEXTht FABRIC
Unless otherwise amended by our repo we recomme1 installatio of a geotex
d
tile separation fabric
n
between the native soils and the engineered fill section below projec founda
t
tions. floors and/or
between a clay subgrade and aggregate base of pavement construct
ion. It is our opinion this geotextite
should consist of a non_wO\e needle punched fabric with a minimU grab tens stre
m
ile
ngth in both
directions equal to or greater than 200 lbs minimU a\erag ro valu (MA
e ll
fl
e
Ry. ASTM D 4632).
We recommend that the geotextile panels be oriented parallel with proposed aggreg
ate placement
activities, and occur in such a manor that the overall numbe of indivi
pa
dual nels are kept to a
r
minimum. As placed. individual panels of geotextile should have a width eq
ual to or greater than 12
feet. We recommend that the Contractor oerlap longitudi1 and butt seam of adjace pane
s
nt
ls a
minimum of 18 inches with such joints oriented to follow initial constru
ction traffic (shingles profile
with traffic).

SWELLING of CLAY SOILS
Swell of clay soil occurs when moderate to highly desiccated. over consolidated”, moderate
to highly plastic clay absorbs moisture concurrent within removal of overburden pressure.
The fat clay soils comprising the Glacial Lake Agassiz formation are generally know as to
have “moderate” to “high risk” of swelling when conditions favorable for heave occur.
Clay minerals are generally elongated bipolar charged particles aligned in plate like
structures. Absorption of water by the clay minerals is drien. in part. by the electrical
attraction between the bipolar mineral and the electrical charged water molecule. I he
electrical attraction at the molecular level is a fairly strong bond which forces separation of
the clay particle into a stratified system of bonded clay and water. The resulting composite
system has greatly increased volume as compared to the original clay minerals.
Major clay minerals include Kaolinite, Holloysite, Illite. Calcium Montmorillonite. Sodium
Montmorillonite, and Sodium Hectorite. Mielenz and King (1955) have noted that absorptio
n
of water by’ clays leads to expansion or swelling and that the magnitude of swelling varied
widely depending upon the type and quantity of clay’ mineral present, their exchangeable ions.
electrolyte content of the aqueous phase, particle-size distribution, void size and distribution.
the internal structure. water content. superimposed load, and possibly other factors. Research
geology’ professor Mr. Ralph Grim [University of Illinois] collaborates free swelling of clay
minerals varied widely [referenced Table 5-101.
Table 5-10
Free Swelling Data for Clay Minerals (in per cent)
(After Mielenz and King. j955)t
calcium Monimorillonite:
Forest, Mississippi
145
Wilson Creek Dam, Colorado
95
Davis Darn, Arizona
45 85
Osage. Wyoming (prepared from Na-Mont)
Sodium Moutmorillonite

Osage. Wyoming
Sodium Hectorite Hector, California

(

-

1,600 2,000

-

-

Illite:
Fithian Illinois
Morris, Illinois
Taisell. irginia

115
60
15

Kaolinite:
Mesa Alta. Ness Mexico
Macon, Georgia
Langley. North Carolina
Hallosite-Santa Rita,

Mexico

-

120

60
20
70
-
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PROJECT SUMPS
The collection, control and removal of seepage and runoff from within proje exc
ct
avations is critical in
maintaining the bearing capacity of native soils, in-place density of enginee
red fill and stability of
embankments at project excavations.
As constructed, it is our opinion all sumps should consist of a 2 foot by 2 foot or
larger plan dimension
excavation(s) located adjacent to and directly exterior to the excavation ove
rsize limit for structural
engineered fill. Sump excavations should extend a minimum of 2 feet belo
w the base of the
excavation for collection of seepage and runoff.
All sumps should be lined with a non-woven, needle-punched, geotextile hain
g a grab tensile strength
equal to or greater than 70 pounds per square inch (psi). A standpipe of 12 inch
es in diameter or
larger should be centered within the sump excavation. This pipe should inclu suff
de
icient openings
for entry of seepage. We recommend that the standpipe extend to the ground surfa
ce to facilitate
pumping during project construction. Infill within the sump area should con
sist of a I 4 to 3/4 inch
clear rock placed between the standpipe and walls of the sump excava
tion.
Pumping of sump(s) should continue until completion of the constructio or until
n
the Geotechnical
Engineer of Record indicates such pumping is no longer necessary for stab
ility of the project footings
and related construction. Sumps should he abandoned per methods required by the Geo
technical
Engineer of Record and per Federal. State and local governmental statu
tes.
Discharge from sumps should be directed away from site and be dispose wit
hin storm water systems
d
or other systems which comply with Federal. State and local go emmenta statu
te. As constructed and
l
operated. the General Contractor should be responsible for all permits. ope
ration and abandonment of
sumps or other temporary dew atering systems.
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